FBI DIRECTOR COMEY NOT QUALIFIED TO DECIDE ON HILLARY EMAILGATE - REWROTE LAW

UNDISCLOSED CONFLICT: HSBC IS MAJOR CLINTON FOUNDATION DONOR WHERE COMEY WAS A DIRECTOR
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JUL. 11, 2016 UPDATE!

FIG. 1 – JAMES B. COMEY. (See HSBC revelations at 4 min. 20 secs. into this video.) FBI director since 2013 when he replaced 12-year director Robert S. Mueller. Mueller was chief counsel for London-based bank HSBC, exposed in 2015 for sheltering $100 billion in client funds in murky offshore tax havens populated by drug dealers, money launderers and arms traffickers. Comey also served as chief counsel for Bridgewater Associates, the largest hedge fund in the world. In 2012, Comey’s Bridgewater salary was $6,632,616 just before taking over the helm at the FBI. In his first year at the FBI, he received another $3.3 million in Bridgewater severance cash outs. Others might call it payola from his Cartel buds. A year later, his net worth jumped up to $34 million. Comey is either the best lawyer ever, or he keeps secrets from the American people. With such exclusive Cartel relationships nurtured by Hillary and Bill, it is highly doubtful Comey will actually move against Hillary Clinton for abusing national security on her personal server.
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Note: The bulk of this research on FBI Director Comey was written almost four months ago on Apr. 01, 2016. It is proving to be precient.

Bookmark: #gag-order

JUL. 14, 2016 UPDATE!
COMEY PUT EXTRAORDINARY GAG ORDER ON FBI AGENTS INVESTIGATING HILLARY AFTER SEN. GRASSLEY REQUEST FOR WHISTLEBLOWERS

NEWS UPDATE, JUL. 07, 2016
COMEY REFUSED TO ANSWER QUESTIONS ABOUT THE CLINTON FOUNDATION

FBI Director Comey refused to answer questions about The Clinton Foundation when asked by Rep. Jason Chaffetz, Chairman of the House Oversight Committee today. See one-minute C-SPAN video clip. Watch the body language, including the bald aide sitting behind Comey who passed him notes throughout his testimony.

CONGRESSMAN TREY GOWDY DESTROYED Comey's "intent" argument that exonerated Hillary of criminal charges. House to ask for perjury investigation for lying to Congress, which Comey confirmed multiple times. House also asked for Hillary to be barred from receiving classified information. This would prevent her from being President.

ORIGINAL POST

(JUL. 05, 2016)—FBI Director Comey just announced he will not indict Hillary Clinton for her numerous breaches of our nation's secrets. However, Comey is now in trouble because he had a duty to recuse himself due to his common interests in HSBC, a major Clinton Foundation donor where he was a director (03/13–09/13), among his many conflicts of interest. Oh! what webs we weave . . .

The FBI and Justice Department have stubbornly refused to prosecute heinous criminal acts of the Obama Administration. They include Benghazi, Fast and Furious gun running, Hillary's private server, 2008 bank bailout, social networking patent theft, illegal NSA snooping, energy company subsidies, IRS targeting of conservatives, Bureau of Land Management (BLM) confiscations, baby parts trafficking, LIBOR rigging, open borders, overstayed visas of more than one million people, religious persecution and so on.

NOW WE KNOW WHY

The current and former FBI directors are members of a dangerous Cartel whose agenda is a self-styled New World Order. In fact, before coming to the FBI, the current director James...
B. Comey was a director of the London money launderer extraordinary, HSBC. Even The Clinton Foundation website boasts about HSBC donations. This fact alone disqualifies Comey from involvement in the Hillary Clinton indictment decision.

For new readers, the “Cartel” is a group of about 200 known bankers, lawyers, politicians, bureaucrats, technologists and judges, both Republicans and Democrats, who are deeply invested in one another through relationships, stocks and mutual funds. This group is currently attempting to seize control of global information data flow. Their agenda is defined by A New World Order doctrine. See below.

A light was shined on the FBI director when it was discovered that former FBI director, Robert S. Mueller, III (2001-2013), recommended Obama’s Supreme Court recent nominee, Merrick B. Garland, to be circuit judge for the District of Columbia in 1995.

New World Order proponents, like hedge fund billionaire George Soros, and former Hillary Clinton political adviser Anne-Marie Slaughter, call it A New World Order. The rest of us call it plain old greed and lust for power in new clothes.

WE ARE APPROACHING A POINT OF NO RETURN: A DIGITAL WORLD CONTROLLED BY SPIES & POWER-MONGERS

The quantum difference from past attempts by power-brokers to rewrite history is the ubiquity of the digital world. In our new digital world, information is more valuable than gold.

Since about 1990, unscrupulous people in banking, technology, politics, intelligence and law compared notes and began joining forces to embed their power permanently while lining their pockets.

The AFI research below concludes:

1. FBI directors since 2001 have been tied at the hip to a Cartel that promotes a new world order. The current FBI director James B. Comey (2013-current), and former director Robert S Mueller (2001-2013) have numerous financial holdings and relationships that tie them unmistakably to this group.

2. The net worth of FBI directors since 2001 have skyrocketed during the Great Recession. (Note that judges and senior federal officials are inexplicably only required to report ranges of their financial holdings publicly, e.g., $100-250,000, $1-5 million, etc. This is despite the fact that if they reported such loose, vague numbers to the IRS, they’d likely be thrown in jail for fraudulent reporting. These ranges are large enough to drive a Mack truck through. The clear intent among these bureaucrats is evidently obfuscation. Therefore, in their financial disclosures, we tally only the upper end of their ranges reported. Let them tell us it is lower. And, ask them why they don’t just tell us the actual number to begin with.)

   a. Comey’s from $206,000 in 2002 to up to $33.5 million in 2012 ($3.33 million increase per year)

   b. Mueller’s from $1.8 million in 2001 to $7.0 million in 2011; ($520,000 increase per year)

3. FBI directors since 2001 have enjoyed exclusive hedge fund holdings not open to average Americans:

   a. Comey was paid a $6,632,616 salary in 2012 by Bridgewater Associates, the world’s largest hedge fund, then another $3,235,654 when he left Bridgewater to become FBI director.

   b. Comey was director for London bank HSBC which was caught sheltering $100 billion in dubious client funds in murky offshore accounts.

   c. Mueller held two exclusive hedge fund investments run by Bank of New York with at least 36% of the funds’ assets run out of the Cayman Islands. One fund,
Defenders Multi-Strategy Hedge Fund LLC (one of four names the fund had), was closely associated with Ponzi schemers including Bernie Madoff. Mueller’s fund was fined $200 million by the SEC for funneling clients to Bernie Madoff.

4. COMMERCIAL POWER-MONGERS: FBI directors since 2001 are tied intimately with the IBM Eclipse Foundation and the theft of Leader Technologies’ social networking invention. (The now familiar cast of characters are: IBM, Microsoft, Goldman Sachs, Bank of America, JPMorgan, GE, Morgan Stanley, Qualcomm, HP, Vanguard, Fidelity, Cisco, Wind River, Eurotech SpA, Xerox, Oracle, SAP, Wells Fargo, Intel, HSBC, Lockheed Martin, etc.)

5. Current FBI director Comey, who was general counsel at Lockheed Martin, is and has been active IBM Eclipse member. Therefore, Comey and Lockheed were complicit in the theft of social networking, perhaps the most important invention since the light bulb.

6. In 2012, Comey held up to $100,000 stock in BHP Billiton Ltd. ADR, an Australian ore producer, including uranium.

   **On Jun. 20, 2012:** Bill Clinton was paid $175,000 by BHP Billiton for a speech in New York. Just coincidence?

   **On Sep. 06, 2005:** Bill Clinton brokered a UrAsia uranium mining deal in Kazakhstan that netted The Clinton Foundation $152 million in “donations” and $1 million in Goldman Sachs fees, the broker of that uranium deal.

CLINTON AND COMEY INTERESTS ARE INSEPARABLE

Comey, Clinton and FBI interests could not be more tightly aligned.

The FBI directors and Justice Department senior Attorneys General have been protecting Obama’s, the Clintons’ and the Cartel’s objectives for going on two decades. This protection extends to other members of the Clinton, Bush and Obama administrations.

The former Attorney General Eric H. Holder, Jr. was an evident Cartel plant. He did not prosecute any of this criminality. Holder bought the judges in Leader v. Facebook and aided the theft of social networking from Leader Technologies because the Cartel wanted to use it to consolidate their power and control.

The current Attorney General, Loretta Lynch, is also a Cartel patsy. She will follow orders dutifully.

So the question of whether Hillary will get out of her email server problem is up to Comey, who will pass it to Lynch, who will likely find a way to punt. This gaggle of attorneys has taken the art of misdirection to new heights.

HILLARY IS COMEY’S “GODMOTHER”

Judging from James B. Comey’s investments and relationships, the zebra will not change its stripes.

As a result, Comey and Loretta Lynch will very likely fabricate a way to protect Hillary in a tangle of interlocking and indecipherable legal machinations.

After all, Hillary and Bill are Mueller’s and Comey’s “godparents.”

[On Apr. 01, 2016, the State Department suspended its review of Hillary’s possession of top secret emails on her private server. Citing the FBI investigation as the reason, we are suspicious of misdirection. With this suspended review, the State Department has created the opportunity for the FBI to kick the can back to the State Department “hypothetically: to complete their investigations before making a recommendation for or against indictment.” It will all sound very reasonable. Remember, these people are all attorneys skilled in deception.]
LATEST NAME FOR CORRUPTION: “PUBLIC-PRIVATE PARTNERSHIPS”

The latest smokescreen for this new world order agenda is “public-private partnerships.” When you hear that, grab your wallet and your privacy.

The “patron saint” of “public-private partnerships” in the Obama Administration is Anne-Marie Slaughter. Slaughter served as a Hillary Clinton senior political adviser at the State Department (2009-2011). Slaughter published A New World Order and is related to her new world order mentor George Soros by marriage. Much of what we know about Slaughter’s relationship to Hillary comes from Judicial Watch’s FOIA releases from Hillary Clinton’s private email server.

Slaughter famously encouraged Obama and Clinton to “harness private incentives to public goals.” To some, this sounds like German Fascism where Adolf Hitler did not nationalize industries that supported his policies. On the other hand, Jewish businesses and property were confiscated.

In other words, Obama and Clinton have used the power of their office to reward those who agree with them and punish those who don’t.

This partisan policy has forsaken the American Republic. Instead of the process of compromise our Republic is suffering a wave of scandals including the bank bailout, energy company subsidies, Obamacare, IRS Tea Party targeting, BLM land rights confiscations, trafficking in baby body parts, LIBOR fixing, America Invents Act, Fast and Furious, Common Core, Massive Open Online Course (MOOC), open borders, Islamic pandering, allowing/losing more than one million visa violators and attacks on religious values.

WHY HAS THE FBI FAILED TO PROSECUTE THESE EVIDENT CRIMES?

FBI operations are shrouded in secrecy. Uncovering illegal conduct within the FBI is a minefield where out-of-the-office discussion of top secret information generally lands you in prison and the victim of smear campaigns by the powers that be.

An FBI run by honorable people keeping secrets is a good thing. However, an FBI run by money-grubbing, power-grabbing opportunists in the name of national security threatens the American Republic itself.

FOLLOW THE MONEY

One of the few times the public gets a glimpse into the personal affairs of the FBI director is in their Senate confirmation hearing and their required annual financial disclosure. The rest of the time, these people just refuse to answer questions or stonewall, with a smile and the flimsiest of arguments. Some of our documents have been there for two years and some had almost 20,000 reads.

George Orwell wrote in 1984 that one knows one is in a totalitarian state when telling the truth becomes an act of courage. The latest incarnation of such a totalitarian state is the FBI.

LEADER V. FACEBOOK

BACKGROUND

Jul. 23, 2013 NOTICE: DonnaKlineNow! has gone offline. All her posts are available as a PDF collection here (now updated, post-Scribd censorship).

Mar. 20, 2014 READER NOTICE: On Mar. 7, 2014, all of our documents linked to Scribd were deleted by that “cloud” service using the flimsiest of arguments. Some of our documents have been there for two years and some had almost 20,000 reads.

All the links below were updated Mar. 20, 2014 (many thanks to our volunteers!)


2. Dr. Lakshmi Arunachalam’s Censored Federal Circuit Filings (Archive)

3. Brief Summary of Leader v. Facebook

4. Backgrounder

5. Fenwick & West LLP Duplicity

6. Instagram-scam

7. USPTO-reexam Sham

8. Zynga-gate

9. James W. Breyer / Accel Partners LLP Insider Trading

10. Federal Circuit Disciplinary Complaints

11. Federal Circuit Cover-up

12. Congressional Briefings re. Leader v. Facebook judicial corruption

13. Prominent Americans Speak Out

14. Petition for Writ of Certiorari

15. Two Proposed Judicial Reforms

16. S. Ct. for Schemers or Inventors?

17. Attorney Patronage Hijacked DC?
Investigation into Mueller’s 2001 and 2011 financial disclosures revealed an astounding increase in net worth from $1.8 to $7.0 million. Cleverly buried in 233 entries were two hedge funds invested in almost $100 billion in hedge fund assets with at least 36% of them offshore in the Cayman Islands.

**MUeller HEDGE “FUNDS OF FUNDS” HIDE MANY SINS**

Mueller held Defenders Multi-Strategy Hedge Fund LLC and Mellon Optima L/P Strategy Fund LLC. These “funds of funds” invest in other hedge funds with innocuous names like “Pershing Square” and Glenview Institutional Partners.” But as HSBC whistleblower Hervé Falciani revealed in 2015, many are secret havens for money laundering, arms trafficking and tax evasion.

Mueller’s exclusive funds were not open to the general public. The minimum investment in several of the funds of funds is $10,000,000. MESSAGE: Great unwashed Americans do not qualify, but we’ll make an exception for FBI director Mueller.

Mueller was evidently allowed into these funds by the Cartel to buy influence at the FBI. Transparently, Mueller was evidently allowed into these funds by the Cartel to buy influence at the FBI. His “outside director” was on the board of directors of Bank of New York Mellon.

Both Mueller hedge funds were managed by Mellon Bank of New York (BNY).

**GROUND ZERO FOR WASHINGTON’S POISONED WELL?**

No less than ten (10) BNY directors were shared between Mueller’s Defenders and Mellon Optima funds.

Laughably, these people were mostly designated “outside directors.” According to ethics laws, an outside director must have an “arm’s length” relationship to the company. One cannot be an “outside director” and be employed by the company also. This is a sad joke, a charade. Clearly these people care nothing about real ethics, they only make their actions look ethical to an unsuspecting blind eye for their friends. The system of accountability is broken.

These hedge fund disclosures are a charade of transparency. Are these people Ground Zero for the corruption that has poisoned the well in Washington, D.C.? Inquiring minds wonder. Few photos of these people are available, in fact, only two.

1. Anderson, Steven M.
2. Bowen, Robert
3. Dwyer, Robert J.
4. Grosswirth, Lisa
5. Hunter, Carla Diane
6. Merrill, Newton P. S.
7. Mossman, David K.
8. Murphy, Joseph F.

**ASK RODNEY.**

**HE IS SECRETLY DRIVING YOUR ECONOMIC LIFE.**

**WHAT? YOU DIDN’T GET THE MEMO?!**

**FIG. 3—RODNEY S. YANKER, BANK OF NEW YORK (BNY), IS AN “OUTSIDE DIRECTOR” FOR BANK OF NEW YORK (BNY)’S HEDGE FUNDS OWNED BY FBI DIRECTOR ROBERT S. MUELLER. NO OFFICIAL PHOTOS ARE AVAILABLE. THIS PHOTO WAS DISCOVERED ON A REUNION BLOG FOR BANK OF NEW YORK MUELLER DIRECTORS.**

**GIBSON DUNN LLP exposed as one of the most corrupt law firms in America**

Investigative Reporter Julia Davis Investigates Facebook’s Leader v. Facebook attorney Gibson Dunn LLP. She credits this firm with the reason why a single Wall Street banker has gone to jail since 2008. Click here to read her article “Everybody hates whistleblowers.” Examiner.com, Apr. 10, 2012. Here’s an excerpt:

“Skillful manipulation of the firm’s extensive media connections allows Gibson Dunn to promote their causes, while simultaneously smearing their opponents and silencing embarrassing news coverage.”

This statement followed right after Davis cited Facebook’s chief inside counsel in the Leader v. Facebook case, Theodore Ulliot, who appears to have helped lead the Leader v. Facebook judicial corruption. Interesting word choices associated with Gibson Dunn LLP: manipulation, smear. Attorneys swear a solemn oath to act morally, ethically, and in support of democratic principles. They promise to conduct themselves in a manner that instills confidence among the citizenry in the rule of law and the judicial system. These promises appear to be meaningless. Click here for a PDF version of Julie Davis’ article.

**POPULAR POSTS**

**OHIO STATE’S PRESIDENT MICHAEL V. DRAKE MIRED IN PERSONAL CONFLICTS OF INTEREST**

Trustees and Provost promote learning technology that benefits trustee clients.
9. Williams, III, Arthur T.
10. Yanker, Rodney S.

Mueller’s Defenders Fund had four names (same BNY bank) during its 9 years existence.

1. 2002-2004: Ivy Multi-Strategy Hedge Fund LLC
3. 2009-2010: Defenders Multi-Strategy Hedge Fund LLC
4. 2010-2011: Ivy Asset Management LLC

**MUELLER BENEFITED FROM PONZI SCHEMERS**

The incorporator of Mueller’s Defenders Fund was **William P. Sauer**. He had been sued two months earlier by the U.S. Securities & Exchange Commission for running two Ponzi schemes for which he eventually paid $5 million to settle.

Then, the fourth name for Mueller’s holding, Ivy Asset Management fed clients to Ponzi schemer Bernie Madoff and eventually paid $200 million to settle those complaints.

Tellingly, the FBI never prosecuted any of these BNY Ponzi schemers associated with Mueller’s Defenders hedge fund.

**MUELLER’S REPLACEMENT, JAMES B. COMEY, CARRIES ON THE FBI HEDGE FUND TRADITION**

Counting his clerk job during University of Chicago Law School in 1982, Comey has held 15 jobs before becoming FBI director. He changed jobs every two years. Most employers would consider such job hopping a sign of instability, but in government legal circles, that makes you qualified to be FBI director. It appears that he was being groomed. See Bibliography below for a complete timeline of Comey’s jobs.

James B. Comey’s five most recent jobs were:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dates</th>
<th>Organization</th>
<th>Industry</th>
<th>IBM Eclipse Foundation</th>
<th>Position</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dec 2003 to Aug. 2005</td>
<td>U.S. Justice Department</td>
<td>Government</td>
<td>Member/Beneficiary</td>
<td>Deputy Attorney General</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sep. 2005 to Sep. 2010</td>
<td>Lockheed Martin</td>
<td>Defense</td>
<td>Member</td>
<td>General Counsel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sep. 2010 to Jan. 2013</td>
<td>Bridgewater Associates</td>
<td>Hedge Fund</td>
<td>Client Members</td>
<td>General Counsel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mar. 2013 to Sep. 2013</td>
<td>HSBC</td>
<td>London-based Bank</td>
<td>Client Members</td>
<td>Director</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sep. 2013 to current</td>
<td>U.S. Justice Department</td>
<td>Government</td>
<td>Member/Beneficiary</td>
<td>FBI Director</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE 1: James B. Comey’s four most recent employers of 15 jobs since 1982. Source: Library of Congress**

These disclosures prove that Comey is a card-carrying member of the IBM Eclipse Foundation and the NSA spy state machine.

New investigations into the financial holdings of Robert S. Mueller and James B. Comey reveal astounding conflicts of interest. These relationships would have stopped any mere mortal from being offered the top law enforcement job.

**LOCKHEED PATENT THEFT**

Comey was general counsel to Lockheed Martin (09/2005-11/2010). This might not be notable except for the fact that Lockheed Martin was and is an active member of IBM’s Eclipse Foundation.

IBM Eclipse has and is exploiting the social networking invention of Columbus innovator, Leader Technologies. As Lockheed general counsel, Comey was either asleep at the general
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LEADER V. FACEBOOK WALL OF SHAME
counsel wheel, or he participated in the theft of Leader’s important invention. In short, Comey aided and abetted the Great Financial Crime in the History of the World.

Lockheed prosecutions for Leader Technologies’ social networking patent property theft have not occurred.

BRIDGEWATER PAID COMEY $7.2 MILLION IN 2012

Comey’s financial disclosure for 2012 declared $7,200,595. That is $600,000 per month. Is any former U.S. Attorney worth such pay? What were they paying for? The likely answer is influence with the future FBI director.

Comey’s Bridgewater pay works out to $3,800 per hour for a 48 week year. By comparison, $1,000 per hour is generally considered the highest attorney fee. Rates for salaried inside attorneys are generally half that, or less.

Comey also disclosed direct holdings (not counting portfolio holdings in his many mutual funds) in IBM Eclipse Foundation members: Verizon, Intel, Emerson Electric, Microsoft, Qualcomm, AT&T, Apple, HP, Morgan Stanley, Lockheed Martin, JPMorgan, Wells Fargo

These holdings are more proof that Comey carries water for the IBM Eclipse Foundation members of Qualcomm, AT&T, Apple, HP, Morgan Stanley, Lockheed Martin, JPMorgan, Wells Fargo

HSBC TRAFFICKING

In addition to his $25 million stock portfolio, Comey came to HSBC from Bridgewater with a cool $5+ million in his pocket, with the promise of another $3+ million in “phantom stock” cash-out to come. Does any reasonable person believe he earned this money? Remember, in his 2003 Senate Confirmation Hearing, he declared his net worth at $206,000.

He was HSBC director between Mar. 2013 and Sep. 2013. Seventeen months later, in Feb. 08, 2015, HSBC whistleblower Hervé Falciani tore the lid off of $100 billion in ‘murky’ offshore private banking being sheltered by HSBC. Like Lockheed, unless Comey was asleep at the wheel as director, he had to know about this misconduct.

The $100 billion in HSBC sheltering was occurring on Comey’s watch as director at HSBC. Yet, no HSBC prosecutions are occurring.

Bookmark: #panama-papers

NEW: APR. 04, 2012 — THE PANAMA PAPERS

blow the lid off more offshore illegalities run by Comey’s HSBC, UBS and Credit Suisse (all Facebook underwriters).

Judges go to jail for far less serious misconduct; Facebook users should pay Leader fees voluntarily; its the right thing to do since Facebook...

EDITORIALS

1. DC Bar refuses to investigate attorney misconduct in Leader v. Facebook - Unwillingness of DC attorneys to self-police may explain why Washington is broken, Dec. 30, 2012

2. Will the U.S. Supreme court support schemers or real American inventors? Facebook’s case dangles on a doctored interrogatory. Eighteen (18) areas of question shot for attention, Dec. 27, 2012

3. Two Policy Changes That Will Make America More Democratic (and less contentious), Dec. 21, 2012

OUR MISSION

American citizens must fight abuse of the constitutional right for authors and inventors to enjoy the fruits of their inventions, as a matter of matter of basic property rights and sound public policy. Otherwise, instead of innovation, creativity, genius, ideas, vision, courage, entrepreneurship, respect, property, rejuvenation, morals, ethics, values, renewal, truth, facts, rights, privacy, solutions and judicial faithfulness,

... our society and economy will be dragged down (and eventually destroyed) by copying, infringement, thievery, counterfeiting, hacking, greed, misinformation, exploitation, abuse, waste, disrespect, falsity, corruption, bribery, coercion, intimidation, doublespeak, misconduct, lies, deception, attorney “dark arts,” destruction, confusion, dishonesty, judicial chicanery and lawlessness.

If we do not speak up, impeach derelict judges and imprison corrupt attorneys, we cannot possibly hope to start fixing the current ills in our society. Without justice and respect for private property, democracy has no sure foundation.

CURRENT EDITORIAL FOCUS

We are an opinion blog that advocates for strong intellectual property rights. We welcome commenters and contributors. The Leader v. Facebook patent infringement case first came to our attention after learning that the trial judge, Leonard P. Stark, U.S. District Court of Delaware, ignored his jury’s admission that they had no evidence to
NEW: APR. 04, 2012—COMEY’S DIRTY SECRETS. This is what a web of secret offshore and onshore shell companies looks like. HSBC, UBS and Credit Suisse figure prominently in these murky and often blatantly illegal structures.

Mossack Fonseca is a large Panamanian law firm with offices in 40 countries likely run by the C.I.A. According to The Guardian (UK), they are the fourth largest offshore company provider. Their client files for the past 40 years have just been leaked to a German newspaper Süddeutsche Zeitung. Whenever one sees nested corporate structures so that the real owners are hidden, something nefarious is almost assuredly afoot. Sadly, the FBI, U.S. intelligence and “The Establishment” are scamming the American people through these offshore entities . . . in the name of national security, of course. Since DATE, Mossack Fonseca has set up 1,100 offshore companies for UBS and 2,300 for HSBC. Click here for background on Mossack Fonseca by The Atlantic. Source: Fusion.

The judges ignored shocking new evidence that Mark Zuckerberg withheld 28 hard drives of 2003-2004 evidence from Leader Technologies that could prove actual theft (and therefore claims even more serious than infringement). In addition, Facebook’s appeal attorney, Thomas G. Hungar of Gibson Dunn LLP, has close personal ties to just about every judicial player in this story. The misconduct appears to reach into the U.S. Patent Office through abuse of the reexamination process by Facebook. We will stay focused on Leader v. Facebook until justice is served, but we also welcome news and analysis of intellectual property abuse in other cases as well.
THE CHILDREN OF ISRAEL HAD TO MAKE A CHOICE BETWEEN GOOD AND EVIL

In uncovering these dark secrets of ill-gotten gain, one is reminded of the Children of Israel's temptations surrounding the Golden Calf at Mount Sinai. Rather than uphold their faith and follow the laws of God, many chose to worship a Golden Calf.

American culture is experiencing something similar, as evidenced by the behaviors described in this blog. What will happen to our country if we cannot soon separate the wicked from the righteous?

CODE OF CONDUCT FOR U.S. JUDGES

"CANON 2: A JUDGE SHOULD AVOID IMPROPERY AND THE APPEARANCE OF IMPROPERY IN ALL ACTIVITIES"

GALLERY OF JUDICIAL MISCONDUCT

Judge Leonard P. Stark, U.S. District Court of Delaware, trial judge in Leader Techs, Inc. v. Facebook, Inc., 770 F. Supp. 2d 686 (D.Del. 2011). Judge Stark heard his jury foreman admit that the jury made the on-sale bar decision without any evidence other than...
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speculation, and yet he supported that verdict anyway. Just months before trial, Judge Stark allowed Facebook to add the on-sale bar claim after the close of all fact discovery and blocked Leader from preparing its defenses to this new claim. Judge Stark allowed the claims despite Leader’s prophet argument that the action would confuse the jury and prejudice Leader. He also permitted the jury to ignore the Pfaff v. Wells Electronics, Inc. test for on-sale bar, even after instructing the jury to use it. (See that Jury Instruction No. 4.7 here.) He also contradicted his own instruction to Leader to answer Interrogatory No. 9 in the present tense (2009), then permitted the jury to interpret it as a 2002 admission as well. Facebook’s entire on-sale bar case is based upon this interrogatory. (Editorial: Hardly sufficient to meet the ‘heavy burden’ of the clear and convincing evidence standard.)
Notice: This post may contain opinion. As with all opinion, it should not be relied upon without independent verification. Think for yourself. Photos used are for educational purposes only and were obtained from public sources. No claims whatsoever are made to any photo.

COMMENT

Click "N comments:" on the line just below this instruction to comment on this post. Alternatively, send an email with your comment to americans4innovation@gmail.com and we'll post it for you. We welcome and encourage anonymous comments, especially from whistleblowers.

59 comments:

Rain Onyourparade July 6, 2016 at 7:38 AM
Here's a cut and paste message to anyone who cares about the TRUTH.

Clinton and Comey have common ties to HSBC—proven offshore money launderer COMEY, CLINTON, FBI, HSBC conflicts demand recusal

HSBC is one of the world’s largest banks headquartered in London UK. Exposed as a global money launderer by Swiss Leaks.
https://www.icij.org/project/swiss-leaks

Jul 06 2016 — Hillary Clinton and FBI director James B. Comey failed to disclose their mutual ties to proven London offshore money launderer HSBC. Comey is a former HSBC director. The Clinton Foundation receives large donations from HSBC.

http://americans4innovation.blogspot.com

Reply

dave123 July 6, 2016 at 3:11 PM
I think David Cameron needs to tell the truth like in drop a boom shell keeping our independence and getting a profitable economic win win and how do we do that run the EURO like BITCOIN! that mite work

dave123 July 6, 2016 at 5:16 PM
The owner and creator of the idea BITCOIN set up the idea so that every coin and every transaction can be followed and tract back to its original source and the only thing that was open source, The Winklevoss say BITOIN was open source (IT WAS NOT) Mr London expand that to the Winklevoss in Emails to them? The Winklevoss say they heard about the digital currency while holidaying in Ibiza in 2012, BULL SHIT, The Winklevoss know the truth about bitcoin SAYING BITCOIN IS OPEN SOURCE SO THEY CAN STEAL THE IDEA LIKE FACEBOOK

Craig Wright SAYS HE IS Satoshi Nakamoto BULL SHIT. Associates and financial backers of Craig Wright are outlining plans to apply for “hundreds” of patents, patents devised with Wright front and center as Satoshi Nakamoto. AND HELPING THEM IS GOOGLE AND IBM?

Buy with Bank: HSBC by manybtc. ... Buy bitcoins using Bank: HSBC with Hong Kong Dollar (HKD). LocalBitcoins.com user manybtc wishes to sell bitcoins to:
Just watched the entire Comey Oversight Hearing. I will give it to the boyish-lookin-
man, he is a skilled liar.

He said they made no public record of the 3.5 hours Clinton FBI interview last Saturday. That is outrageous.

Lawyers normally use court recorders at the drop of a hat for you and me. But suddenly, with the Clinton interview, there’s no record... and yet Comey is a clean cop? I feel a hairball coming up.

Here’s a good Breitbart summary on this subject, just posted:


During testimony before Congress on Thursday, FBI Director James Comey stated that the FBI’s interview with presumptive Democratic presidential nominee former Secretary of State Hillary Clinton was not under oath or recorded, but it still would be a crime to lie to the FBI.

Comey stated that he did not personally interview Clinton, and did not talk to all of the “five or six” who did interview Clinton.

He was then asked, “did she testify or talk to them under oath?” Comey answered, “No.” But added that “it’s still a crime to lie to us.”

When asked if there was a transcript of the interview, Comey stated that there wasn’t one because the interview wasn’t recorded, but there was an analysis of Clinton’s interview.

Clerk of Court Jan Horbaly, U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit, clerk who signed all the opinions in Leader Techs v. Facebook, Inc., 678 F.3d 1300 (Fed. Cir. 2012). Clerk Horbaly and his staff obfuscated when the court’s ruling was challenged by an amicus curiae brief revealing clear mistakes of law and new evidence. See analysis of the misconduct and misrepresentations within the Federal Circuit Clerk of Court in Leader v. Facebook. Mr. Horbaly failed to disclose his conflicts of interest and close associations with numerous Facebook attorneys and law firms, as well as his close association with one of Facebook’s largest shareholders, Microsoft, who is a Director of The Federal Circuit Bar Association where Mr. Horbaly is an ex officio officer. Additionally, the DC Bar revealed in a written statement that Clerk Horbaly is not licensed to practice law in the District of Columbia. [Editorial: What does that make the Federal Circuit with
defense-classified-info-case/

Reply

dave123 July 7, 2016 at 10:47 PM
comy refused to answer questions about the Clinton Foundation
Members of congress are calling for sanctions against Hillary Clinton
Reply

P. Pratt July 8, 2016 at 5:04 AM
Is it just me, or is the tragedy in Dallas last night just a little too conveniently timed for the pro-Hillary, pro-Obama cartel? Snipers at a peaceful rally, c'mon. This feels like a dialed up event to distract the news from the debacle Hillary's sycophants experienced at the House Oversight Committee undressing of FBI Director Comey.
Reply

P. Pratt July 8, 2016 at 5:26 AM
Here are some highlights that the mainstream news and Fox did not cover last night about the Comey Hearing due to the diversion to the tragic murder of policemen in Dallas TX:

ARTICLE A:

Republicans on the House Committee on Oversight and Government Reform turned in a strong performance on Thursday as they dismantled FBI director James Comey's arguments against prosecuting former Secretary of State Hillary Clinton.

ARTICLE B
Arriana Mclymore. (Jul. 07, 2016). Rep Trey Gowdy rips into FBI Director James Comey on Hillary Clinton's 'intent'. CNBC.

A House panel grilled FBI Director James Comey two days after he recommended against prosecuting former Secretary of State Hillary Clinton for an email server scandal. In the hearing, South Carolina Rep. Trey Gowdy questioned Comey on the definition of intent and how Clinton could possibly evade punishment.

The exchange grew heated at times, with comments like this one from Gowdy: "You and I both know intent is really difficult to prove. Very rarely do defendants announce 'On this date I intend to break this criminal code section. Just to put everyone on notice, I am going to break the law on this date.'"

ARTICLE C:

its location within in a stone's throw of the White House? A self-governing state?

Judge Randall R. Rader, U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit, chief judge responsible for the misconduct of his judges and Clerk of Court in Leader Techs v. Facebook, Inc., 678 F.3d 1300 (Fed. Cir. 2012). Judge Rader failed to manage his court resulting in a likely situation where his judges never even received briefs that they allegedly ruled on in favor of Facebook. Judge Rader also failed to disclose his conflicting relationships with a Leader principle with whom he may have had deep professional differences during his time at the Senate Judiciary Committee—his former professor of law at George Washington University Law Center, former Leader director Professor James P. Chandler. See analysis of Judge Rader's undisclosed conflicts of interest in Leader v. Facebook.

Judge Rader also did not stop his judges from creating new arguments and evidence for Facebook in the secrecy of chambers—after they had debunked all of Facebook's evidence on appeal, which is a clear breach of constitutional due process.

Click here to view a Federal Circuit Leader v. Facebook Conflicts of Interest Map.

Rep. Trey Gowdy (R-SC) demolished FBI director James Comey’s claim Thursday that the government lacked sufficient evidence of criminal intent to prosecute former Secretary of State Hillary Clinton for mis-handling classified information.

P. Pratt July 8, 2016 at 5:28 AM
ARTICLE D:
Ian Hanchett. (Jul. 07, 2016). Comey: Clinton allowed people without security clearances to have access to classified material on her server. Breitbart.
http://www.breitbart.com/video/2016/07/07/comey-clinton-allowed-people-without-security-clearances-to-have-access-classified-material-on-her-server/

P. Pratt July 8, 2016 at 5:28 AM
ARTICLE E:

P. Pratt July 8, 2016 at 5:29 AM
ARTICLE F:

P. Pratt July 8, 2016 at 5:29 AM
ARTICLE G:
Todd Beamon. (Paul Ryan: Bar Hillary From Receiving Classified Information
http://www.newsmax.com/Newsfront/paul-ryan-hillary-clinton-classified-information/2016/07/07/id/737636/

House Speaker Paul Ryan asked that Hillary Clinton be denied access to classified information during the remainder of the presidential campaign because of the email scandal and to “reassure the public that our nation’s secrets are secure.”

P. Pratt July 8, 2016 at 5:33 AM
This article was written by Bill Clinton’s former 1996 Presidential campaign manager. Author of ‘Armageddon’: Trump Can Stop Hillary.

ARTICLE H:

FBI Director James Comey testified before Congress Thursday that Hillary Clinton lied when she said that she neither sent nor received classified material. And that nothing was marked classified on the emails on her server. And that she lied when she said her server was not hacked. And that she lied when she said that she turned over all her work-related emails to the State Department.

dave123 July 8, 2016 at 1:18 PM
We will aim to be as expeditious as possible, but we will not put artificial deadlines on the process,” Kirby said. “Our goal will be to be as transparent as
possible about our results, while complying with our various legal obligations.”

Kirby wouldn’t say anything more about the precise information officials are evaluating. Hillary Clinton Had All the IMs and all the Emails on how Mark Zuckerberg stole Facebook????? on her server, Mark Zuckerberg re-elected controversial board member Peter Thiel, He knew how Mark Zuckerberg stole Facebook……...GOT THAT KIRBY

The U.S. Justice Department filed a lawsuit on Wednesday in federal court in San Francisco seeking to enforce IRS summonses served on Facebook and to force the world’s largest social network to produce various documents as part of the probe……...GOT THAT KIRBY

Hillary Clinton GAVE OUT PRIVATE INFO to the person that MARK ZUCKERBERG stole Facebook from ......GOT THAT KIRBY

---

Faces of the Facebook Corruption (PDF) (currently being updated after the Fri. Mar. 7, 2014 Scribd censorship of this document:

Here is the cast of characters in Leader v. Facebook. We encourage you to report their corrupt activities to this site and others, like Lawless America. Feel free to communicate anonymously in any way in which you are most comfortable. The attempt of these people and their organizations to corrupt American justice and commerce cannot be tolerated. Vigilance. We will expose them. See Congressional Briefings (currently being updated after Scribd censored the documents on Fri. Mar. 7, 2014).

A. Facebook’s law firms:

1. Fenwick & West LLP (Facebook securities and patent law firm; former Leader Technologies counsel; attempted an appearance in Leader v. Facebook; did not seek conflicts waiver from Leader prior to representing Facebook)
2. Conley Godward LLP (Facebook law firm in Leader v. Facebook; McBea Strategic energy stimulus partner; Obama Justice Dept. advisor; former employer to patent judges)
3. Blank & Rome LLP (Facebook law firm in Leader v. Facebook; former employer to patent judges)
4. White & Case LLP (Facebook law firm in Leader v. Facebook; undisclosed former employer to Patent Office Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) officer involved in Leader v. Facebook)
5. Gibson Dunn LLP (Facebook law firm in Leader v. Facebook; undisclosed counsel to the Federal Circuit; undisclosed protégé of Chief Justice John Roberts, Jr.; undisclosed former employer to Preetender ("Preet") Bharara, U.S. Attorney currently persecuting Paul Ceglia in U.S. v. Ceglia (Ceglia v. Zuckerberg))
6. Orrick Herrington LLP (longtime Facebook law firm and destroyer of evidence for the cabal in Winklevoss v. Zuckerberg and ConnectU v. Facebook)
7. Weil Gotshal LLP (Federal Circuit counsel in Leader v. Facebook; Judge Kimberly A. Moore’s undisclosed former client)
8. Latham & Watkins LLP (Facebook Director James W. Breyer’s counsel; Judge Kimberly A. Moore’s husband, Matthew J. Moore’s new law firm)
9. Federal Circuit Bar Association ("FCBA") (Federal Circuit’s bar association; second largest in the U.S.; Facebook's law firms exert much influence in its policy and activity, incl. Fenwick & West LLP, Gibson Dunn LLP, Orrick Herrington LLP, Weil Gotshal LLP; Facebook's large shareholder,

---

K. Craine ☀️ July 8, 2016 at 5:49 AM

Email comment by GH:

Read more about the fleecing of America by the Obama administration:

http://www.atr.org/report-uncovers-stonewalling-illegal-obamacare-payments

The Obama administration has been illegally funding Obamacare “Cost Sharing Reduction” (CSR) payments for years over the objections of IRS officials, according to a report released today by the House Ways and Means Committee and the House Energy and Commerce Committee. Since Congress launched its investigation, multiple agencies have refused to provide information, selectively applied the law, and even pressured one witness not to testify.

---

Arasmus Dragon July 8, 2016 at 7:02 AM

THE SPY STATE CARTEL FOX IS GUARDING THE HEN HOUSE

The National Security Agency (NSA) bypassed Congress beginning in 1995 with Bill Clinton’s Executive Order No. 12958 and helped organize a secret White House spy agency.

The White House, in collusion with the IBM Eclipse Foundation, Silicon Valley and Wall Street, created Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, Google, YouTube, Instagram, Whatsapp, Pinterest, Flickr, Yahoo (all 'social' media) to spy on Americans in violation of fundamental moral principles embedded in the U.S. Constitution.

Users are offered only the illusion of choice. All personal user data is collected, stored, analyzed and sold to the highest bidder by the Cartel for both surveillance and commercial benefit.

Many of the users below and their customers are unaware of how their participation in these platforms is compromised.

Organizations listed:
1. Breitbart  
2. Center for Public Integrity  
3. CBS  
4. C-Span  
5. Fox News  
6. HealthCare.gov  
7. Judicial Watch  
8. NBC  
9. The White House  
10. U.S. Congress
11. U.S. State Department

Here’s the one-page illustration sent to AFI for posting:

http://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/library/2016_07_07_The_spy_state_Cartel_fox_is_guardin g_the_hen_house.pdf

Reply

K. Craine ☺ July 8, 2016 at 7:55 AM

Email comment by TEX:

I live in the Dallas area. I just heard about the ambush of 12-15 police officers during a Black Lives Matters protest in downtown Dallas. As of this moment, five have died, and seven others critically wounded. It was a slaughter.....the snipers were organized and prepared to kill as many policemen as possible. We are truly in a lawless, vigilante society. The bad guys are in for a real shock, however, because the good guys are locking and loading. No matter how you put it, Obama has led us into a deep abyss. He has shown no regard for our borders, our laws, our authority, our police and military, our system of values, or our faiths. He is a trained aggressor against American values. Community organizers, especially Saul Alinsky followers, have one purpose;...blow up societal status quo. Create divide and personal hatred. Disrupt the community. Rich versus poor, straight versus gay, white versus black, faith versus faith or no faith, men versus women, law abiding versus lawlessness, police versus thugs, military versus pacifists, women’s rights to kill babies versus babies right to live, and on and on. These are Obama’s and Hillary’s tools. If folks like me speak out, we are called bigots, racially motivated, greedy, misogynistic, crazy religious zealots, or just haters of progress.

It is obvious that the days of political correctness and guilt for being white are being reevaluated. None of us are going to stand by and allow this type of carnage to continue.

The quiet majority has been wussified and Obama knows it. He is pushing to take away our right to defend ourselves. Hillary will follow suit because she has no scruples and no brain of her own. Her life has been riddled with lying, cheating, and corrupt activities. She truly believes, however, that she is the next chosen one. Under her tutelage, the “left leaning” will turn into total American destruction. The elite erudites will wipe out the last remnants of a free capitalistic society. There is no doubt that our government is dysfunctional, our borders are non existent, we have sacrtuary cities that disregard laws and we had a former Secretary of State that scoffs at rules for our national secrecy. Now, imagine President Obama stepping to a podium in Poland, and responding to this ambush in Dallas by saying that lack of gun legislation is the cause and taking away our guns is the solution. That’s what happened. Hillary has responded in the same way. Not one bit of remorse for the heroes that died trying to protect Dallas citizens and their property.

They have families, too. The police took an oath to protect us, as did Obama. He failed us again. America has a choice. If we fail to use our ballot box to get rid of these America haters, I fear the next logical step. If liberal progressives support lawlessness, they may lose the protection of those asked to protect them. That is the definition of anarchy.

Get ready folks. This is about to get real ugly. There are as many loony tunes on the right as there are on the left. This is now officially out of control. The war, sadly, has begun. We can not survive one more day of this, much less four more years.

Have a great day, TEX=

Reply

K. Craine ☺ July 9, 2016 at 6:14 AM

Email comment by TE:

As I watched Hillary lecture “white folks” as a result of the ambush and murder of Dallas policemen, I almost barfed. She makes me sick. She told all of us whites to change our ways. Really! That black assassin nut cake was white?

Although 90% of all black deaths are caused by black thugs/ criminals, Hillary believes whites really caused all of them. It wasn’t the snipers fault here in Dallas, it was the white bus driver, the white businessman, and the white soccer mom. Yep, the pigment in my skin caused the death of those brave policemen. Of course Hillary wasn’t alone. White Harry Reid, white Nancy Pelosi, black Jesse Jackson, half n’ half Obama, all blame “whiteness”.

Hillary wants to lead our country.....her only qualifier is her alleged female parts. You know women, according to liberals, are also really marginalized by whites in our country. According to Obama, Hillary, et al., only Hillary can make women happier. She is the Microsoft, is a director; Federal Circuit Clerk of Court Jan Horbaly is an officer; PCBA made this appearance in Leader v. Facebook to oppose the amicus curiae (friend of the court) motion of Dr. Lakshmi Arunachalam, former Director of Network Architecture at Sun Microsystems, in favor of Leader Technologies and objecting to the evident conflicts of interest within the court itself, her motion was denied, the judges refused to disclose their conflicts which we now know include Facebook and Microsoft stock).

10. DC Bar Association

11. Perkins Coie LLP (Facebook’s “rapid response enforcement team;” law firm for Obama’s chief counsel, the husband and wife team of Robert F. Bauer and Anita B. Dunn; Bauer was identified on Aug. 1, 2013 as having directed the IRS targeting of the Tea Party)

12. Stroz Friedberg (Facebook’s “forensic expert” who manipulated the data in Paul Celgiu v. Mark Zuckerberg, and who first revealed the existence of 28 Zuckerberg hard drives and Harvard emails that they told Leader Technologies in 2009 were “lost”)

13. Chandler Law Firm Chartered (Professor James P. Chandler, III, principal; Leader Technologies patent counsel; adviser to IBM and David J. Kappos; adviser to Eric H. Holder, Jr. and the U.S. Department of Justice; author of the Economic Espionage Act of 1996 and the Federal Trade Secrecy Act)

B. Facebook attorneys & cooperating judges:

14. Gordon K. Davidson (Fenwick; Facebook’s securities and patent attorney; Leader Technologies’ former attorney)

15. Christopher P. King (aka Christopher-Charles King aka Christopher King aka Christopher-Charles P. King, Fenwick & West LLP)

16. Theodore B. Olson (Fenwick Dunn)

17. Thomas G. Hungar (Gibson Dunn)


19. James Cole (Deputy Attorney General, U.S. Dept. of Justice)

20. Tony West (Associate Attorney General, U.S. Dept. of Justice; 2008 Obama California Campaign Manager)

21. Robert F. Bauer (Obama Attorney; White House Chief Counsel; directed IRS targeting of the Tea Party; formerly and currently employed by Perkins Coie LLP, Facebook’s “rapid response enforcement team;” spouse is Anita B. Dunn)

22. Anita B. Dunn (Obama Attorney; White House Chief Counsel;
cavalry riding in on her "white horse" to save everyone from the white villains in America. Once again, she makes me puke.

A news flash just hit the wire....a cop in Missouri is fighting for his life after another shameful ambush during a routine traffic stop. I am certain that this is just the beginning. A lot of innocent people are going to die ....all races, all colors, all mindsets. This can not go on. Americans have been pitted one against another thanks to the community organizing POTUS. Obama has to be ashamed and frightened. Surely he can not believe that this is for the betterment of the nation he swore to defend.

Wake up America.... not white America, not black America, not brown or yellow America. AMERICA America. !!!! Wake up. !!!!

Have a great day, TEX =

Reply

K. Craine  July 9, 2016 at 6:27 AM

No thinking person can ignore the timing of these Black Lives Matters (BLM) events, coming as they have on the very same day that the House Oversight Committee dismantled FBI Director’s rationale for not indicting Hillary Clinton. BLM is known to receive money from totalitarian leftist George Soros, the Clinton godfather. Simple geometric logic proves these events are ordered by the Soros-Obama-Clinton cartel to shift the evening news (and therefore the average American’s information) about Hillary’s criminality.

These cold, calculating bastards (excuse the French, but we must be accurate here) view these MURDERS as the inevitable collateral damage of a war they plan to win.

We encourage the average person in the BLM movement not to get fooled by those who are inciting them. Also, whistleblow on the organizers. They have no respect for you. Their agenda has nothing to do with the issues you care about. They simply want power and the money that goes with it. They will forget your names the next morning. Ask yourselves: Why has all this gotten WORSE under Obama, the first black president?

Reply

Rain Onyourparade  July 9, 2016 at 6:51 AM

COMEY, CLINTONS, HSBC BANK COZY: Comey failed to disclose his conflict of interest with the Clinton Foundation that takes large donations from proven London money launderer HSBC where Comey was a director. http://americans4innovation.blogspot.com/

Reply

Dave123  July 9, 2016 at 1:59 PM

An African-American man was shot dead by police while selling CDs. Zuckerberg says: “The images we’ve seen this week are graphic and heartbreaking, and they shine a light on the fear that millions of members of our community live with every day. While I hope we never have to see another video like Diamond’s, it reminds us why coming together to build a more open and connected world is so important - and how far we still have to go.”

WHEN Facebook says connected to the world its not the World its you and Your Wallet and your $7.25 an hour you earn, and to get this Money so you can see police officers killed live on Facebook?!

Facebook faces IRS scrutiny as Justice Department files lawsuit: A Department of Justice lawsuit filed this week seeks to force Facebook’s hand in a battle against the IRS and the allegations it has made about Facebook’s tax records. According to the IRS, the social network may have skirted paying taxes on billions of dollars by understating the value of some of its IP that was transferred to Ireland. The DOJ’s lawsuit, which was filed this past Wednesday in California, aims to make Facebook turn over documents as part of the tax investigation.

Of course Facebook says it complies with all applicable rules and regulations in...
the countries where it operates. However, it is just that the Tax authorities have not got their heads around the whole globalisation thing, meaning that big multi-nationals have a habit of hiding out in tax havens leaving their own governments coming up short. AND it stuffs up the whole “trickle down” effect of neo-liberalism because the money stays off-shore and is not sued to help social programs for the poor in America, it makes it easy for cops to shoot out get a fucking Job. A $7.25 an hour starvation pay FUCK YOU FACEBOOK

PAY YOUR TAXES FACEBOOK

K. Craine July 10, 2016 at 5:24 AM

Email comment by CTM:

The volumes of facts laid out in this video prove beyond question that Hillary and Bill Clinton are corrupt to their core. We cannot elect this larcenous couple. If we do, we are handing the American Republic to mobsters. It is clear that they are protected by “too big to fail” international law firms and their crony judges.

https://youtu.be/RSSAVUuiYv0

Reply

Replies

dave123 July 10, 2016 at 6:37 AM

Mueller benefited from Ponzi schemers FBI Mueller knew facebook was a stolen idea he help set up zuckerberg into facebook??????

Reply

K. Craine July 10, 2016 at 5:46 AM

Email comment by Gran:

FBI Rewrites Federal Law to Let Hillary Off the Hook

There is no way of getting around this: According to Director James Comey (disclosure: a former colleague and longtime friend of mine), Hillary Clinton checked every box required for a felony violation of Section 1956(f) of the federal penal code (Title 18):

With lawful access to highly classified information she acted with gross negligence in removing and causing it to be removed it from its proper place of custody, and she transmitted it and caused it to be transmitted to others not authorized to have it, in patent violation of her trust.

Director Comey even conceded that former Secretary Clinton was “extremely careless” and strongly suggested that her recklessness very likely led to communications (her own and those she corresponded with) being intercepted by foreign intelligence services.

Yet, Director Comey recommended against prosecution of the law violations he clearly found on the ground that there was no intent to harm the United States.

53. Thomas J. Kim (SEC Chief Counsel)
54. Anne Kraus Kopf (SEC Special Sr. Counsel)
55. John G. Roberts, Jr. (Chief Justice, U.S. Supreme Court)
56. Jan Horbal (Federal Circuit, Clerk of Court)
57. Kimberly A. Moore (Judge, Federal Circuit)
58. Matthew J. Moore (Latham & Watkins LLP; husband of Judge Kimberly A. Moore)
59. Kathryn “Kathy” Ruehmiller (Latham & Watkins LLP; White House counsel)
60. Evan J. Wallach (Judge, Federal Circuit)
61. Alan D. Lourie (Judge, Federal Circuit)
62. Randall R. Rader (Chief Judge, Federal Circuit)
63. Terence P. Stewart (Federal Circuit Bar Association)
64. Leonard P. Stark (Judge, Delaware U.S. District Court)
65. Richard J. Arcara (Judge, N.Y. Western District, Cogli a. Holder et al)
66. Allen R. McDonald (Administrative Judge, U.S. Patent Office)
68. Meredith C. Petrivack (Administrative Judge, U.S. Patent Office)
69. James T. Moore (Administrativa Judge, U.S. Patent Office)
70. Pinchus M. Laufer (Sr. Counsel, Patent Trial and Appeal Board, PTAB)
71. Kimberly Jordan (Counsel, Patent Trial and Appeal Board, PTAB)
72. Daniel J. Ryman (Counsel, Patent Trial and Appeal Board, PTAB)
73. William J. Stoffel (Counsel, Patent Trial and Appeal Board, PTAB)
74. James C. Payne (Counsel, Patent Trial and Appeal Board, PTAB)
75. Deandra M. Hughes (Examiner, Leader v. Facebook reexamination)
76. Kathryn Walsh Siehndel (FOIA Counsel, U.S. Patent Office - bio and conflicts log concealed)
77. Dennis C. Blair (Director, U.S. National Intelligence)
78. Dennis F. Saylor, IV (Judge, Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court, FISA)
79. James E. Boasberg (Judge, Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court, FISA)
80. James P. Chandler, III (President, National Intellectual Property Law Institute, NIPLI; The Chandler Law Firm Chartered; advisor to Asst. Att’y Gen. Eric H. Holder, Jr., Dept. of Justice; Member, National Infrastructure Assurance Commission, NIAC; advisor to Federal Circuit Chief Judge Randall R. Rader; advisor to
In essence, in order to give Mrs. Clinton a pass, the FBI rewrote the statute, inserting an intent element that Congress did not require.

The added intent element, moreover, makes no sense: The point of having a statute that criminalizes gross negligence is to underscore that government officials have a special obligation to safeguard national defense secrets; when they fail to carry out that obligation due to gross negligence, they are guilty of serious wrongdoing. The lack of intent to harm our country is irrelevant. People never intend the bad things that happen due to gross negligence.


K. Craine  July 10, 2016 at 6:14 AM

Email comment by SW:

FBI informant speaks. You decide his credibility.

The FBI informant is identified in these discussions threads by number “79481467”. Confirms belief by many that Hillary was hiding the activity of The Clinton Foundation and the coordination of that activity with cronies across government, politics and the private sector.


C. Facebook puppet masters:

81. President Barack Obama (appointed Leonard F. Stark to the judge’s seat in Delaware Federal District Court eight days after Stark’s court allowed Facebook to get away with jury and court manipulation of an on-sale bar verdict which was attained without a single piece of hard evidence; Barack and Michelle Obama were evidently protecting their 47 million “likes” on Facebook)

82. Lawrence "Larry" Summers (Harvard President who aided Zuckerberg’s light-speed rise to prominence with unprecedented Harvard Crimson coverage; Obama bailout chief; Clinton Treasury Secretary; World Bank Chief Economist; “Special Advisor” to Marc Andreessen in Instagram; co-creator of the current Russian robber baron economy; close 20-year relationships with protégés Sheryl Sandberg & Yuri Milner; aided in recommendations that created the Russian robber baron economy—and Yuri Milner/DST/Asmanov’s money used to purchase Facebook stock)

83. James W. Breyer, Accel Partners LLP; Facebook director; client of Fenwick & West LLP since the 1990’s; apparently received technology from other Fenwick clients that was shuffled to Zuckerberg, incl. Leader Technologies’ inventions)

84. David Plouffe; directed Obama’s 2008 and 2012 campaigns; a self-described “statistics nerd;” likely directed the activities of the Facebook Club; employed Robert F. Bauer, Perkins Coi LLP in 2000 at the Democratic Congressional Campaign Committee

85. McBee Strategic (one of the main "private" arms responsible for doling out the billions in Obama "green energy" stimulus funds; partnered with Cooley Godward LLP)

86. Mike Sheehy (Cooley-McBee Strategic principal; former National Security Adviser to House Speaker Nancy Pelosi)

87. Nancy Pelosi (U.S. Congresswoman; appears to be running political cover in the House for Facebook, McBee Strategic, Cooley Godward, Fenwick & West, Breyers, etc.)

88. Harry Reid (U.S. Senator; Judge Evan J. Wallach patron)

89. Thomas J. Kim (SEC, Chief Counsel & Assoc. Director) approved Facebook’s 500-shareholder exemption on Oct. 14, 2007, one day after it was submitted by Fenwick & West LLP; Facebook used this exemption to sell $3 billion insider stock to the Russians Alisher Asmanov, Yuri Milner, DST, Digital


Reply

K. Craine  July 10, 2016 at 12:29 PM
Email comment by GH/JPM:

These are the best crises money can buy. Obama is nothing but predictable now. He and the George Soros Cartel have dialied up yet another phony crisis so they can advocate for federalizing the police, whom they have been unable to in eight years. These people are downright hideous in their self-righteous (lack of) morality.


President Barack Obama is harnessing the increasing attacks on police — and the periodic shootings of people by stressed cops — to push his agenda to federalize state and local police forces.

We aren’t buying what you are selling Mr. Obamainator. You and your kind cannot get out of office fast enough for us. If I could make you go away with Weed B Gone, I’d come and spray your kind. Notice: This is a rhetorical bad joke. We are not advocating that you be sprayed with weed killer. It might harm the weeds growing at the White House.

Reply

K. Craine  July 11, 2016 at 6:18 AM
Email comment by Sir Lancelot:

Interesting how this Mike Flynn interview did not make it onto the Big Three suck ups. Why do these networks enjoy press confidentiality privileges when they are so partisan? That is not what the founders envisioned for the FREE Press. Their privileges should be removed. All they’re doing now is supporting totalitarian propaganda, just like Soviet Pravda.


Former Defense Intelligence Agency Director retired Lt. Gen Michael Flynn faulted Hillary Clinton’s foreign policy experiences, classifying all of them as failures during a Thursday night interview on Fox News.

Flynn told host Greta Van Susteren he would describe presumptive GOP nominee Donald Trump as a “more secure” commander in chief because Clinton, the likely Democratic nominee, has a record of lying to the public.

“She talked about people who are dangerous. I mean, a secretary of state who lies to the American public, a secretary of state who uses an unsecured email server to send and receive highly classified national security information, knowing that she is not doing the right thing,” Flynn said.
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Rain Onyourparade  July 11, 2016 at 6:25 AM

HILLARY CLINTON WAS AN UTTER FAILURE AS SECRETARY OF STATE

Sky, Mail.ru which pumped Facebook’s pre-IPO valuation to $600 billion; another Harvard grad, Kim worked at Latham & Watkins LLP which was the chief lobbyist for the National Venture Capital Association in 2002-2004 whose Chairman was… James W. Beyer, Accel Partners LLP; in other words Breyer and Kim, both Harvard grads, were associated at the time of the Zuckerberg hacking and theft of Leader Technologies’ software code)

90. Ping Li (Accel Partners, Zuckerberg handler)
91. Jim Swartz (Accel Partners; Zuckerberg handler)
92. Sheryl K. Sandberg (Facebook, Summers protégé; Facebook director)
93. Yuri Milner (DST aka Digital Sky, Summers protégé; former Bank Menatep executive; Facebook director)
94. Alisher Usmanov (DST aka Digital Sky; Goldman Sachs Moscow partner; Russian oligarch; Friend of the Kremlin; Became the Richest Man in Russia after the Facebook IPO)
95. Marc L. Andreesen (Zuckerberg coach; client of Fenwick & West LLP and Christopher P. King aka Christopher-Charles King aka Christopher King aka Christopher-Charles P. King; Summers’ sponsor during Instagram-scam; Facebook director)
96. Peter Thiel (19-year old Zuckerberg coach; PayPal; Facebook director; CEO, Clarion Capital)
97. Clarion Capital (Peter Thiel)
98. Reid G. Hoffman (19-year old Zuckerberg coach; PayPal; LinkedIn; Facebook director)
99. Richard Wolpert (Accel Partners)
100. Robert Ketterson (Fidelity Ventures; Fidelity Equity Partners; Fidelity Ventures Telecommunications & Technology)
101. David Kilpatrick (Business Insider; “The Facebook Effect”; PR cleanse-meister re. Facebook origins)
102. Zyniga/Groupon/LinkedIn/Square/Instagram (“Facebook Money/Credits/Bitcoin” feeder companies)
103. Tesla Motors (received $465 million in Obama stimulus funds and hired Cooley’s Michael Rhodes in the seven months before the Leader v. Facebook trial, just before veteran Judge Joseph Farnan made the surprise announcement of his retirement, just six days after Facebook’s disastrous Markman Hearing)
104. Solyndra (received $535 million in Obama stimulus at the recommendation of the Cooley-McBee Strategic “consulting” alliance)
105. BrightSource (received $1.6 billion in Obama stimulus at the recommendation of the Cooley-McBee Strategic “consulting” alliance)
K. Craine  July 11, 2016 at 6:43 AM
Email comment by GH:

Looks like Rep. Brown was simply following Hillary and Bill’s lead to line her pockets. Thankfully, not all Florida law enforcement is on the Clinton dole.


K. Craine  July 11, 2016 at 9:12 AM
Email comment by Lancelot:

FBI DIRECTOR JAMES COMEY FINGERED BY INFOWARS FOR CONFLICTS WITH HSBC AND HILLARY - yet again, AFI investigators had it right.


The firesworks kept popping all week long when it came to the FBI Clinton email pardoning debacle. FBI Director James Comey testified before a heavily divided House Oversight and Government Reform Committee. The Democrats pointlessly cried out that the Republicans were yet again pulling political stunts. While the Republicans, to their credit, dug in on the lunacy that is the separate standard Hillary Clinton is being held to. Among other revelations, Comey readily admitted there was no transcript of the interview with Hillary and that she wasn’t even under oath for the questioning.

Well who is James Comey anyway? A career FBI agent that rose to the top? Think again. Larouchepac.com writes “Not only is the Attorney General of the United States, Loretta Lynch, the US Attorney who gave drug money laundering bank, HSBC, a free pass with a Deferred Prosecution Agreement, but the head of the FBI, James Comey, was plucked by Obama from a plum job at HSBC, which Comey took in January, 2013, just after HSBC got the deferred prosecution deal. Comey’s job for HSBC was as a leading member of the bank’s “Financial System Vulnerabilities Committee,” formed immediately after HSBC settled with the federal government for laundering hundreds of millions of dollars for the deadly Mexican drug cartels.

Get it? The Attorney General of the US and the head of the US FBI are both part of the deal that let HSBC off the hook.”

Is there any justice in Washington D.C.? Or will the Clinton Foundation mafia maintain its network as the corruption floats to the top unchecked?

Help us spread the word about the liberty movement, we’re reaching millions help us reach millions more. Share the free live video feed link with your friends & family: http://www.infowars.com/show

The last paragraph says it all

MIKE FLYNN ON HILLARY: “When you look at some of the actions that she was directly involved in — the rise of the Islamic State, the failure of Libya, the failure of the Russian reset, the failure of the pivot to the Pacific with, you know, with China -- nobody talks that about it anymore it was such a failure,” continued Flynn. “I could go on and on — the Iranian nuclear deal which she was directly involved in, Yemen. I mean, there are so many things that she touched are just utter failures.”
The FBI investigation into Hillary's emails has proven that she was "extremely careless" but the truth is she was more than "extremely careless" she gave out classified INFO to the general public like phone taping of south Sudan. Hillary gave out this classified info in general conversion by Email when she was talking about Yoga that she was thing of taking??, she sent out a Full copy of this phone taping of south Sudan (I have seen and read the Emails)

That's a major security risk. It appears to be a problem isolated to iPhones and iPads, and it was talking about Yoga that she was thing of taking??, she sent out a Full copy of this phone taping of south Sudan (I have seen and read the Emails)
Have a great day, TEX =

Reply

dave123  July 12, 2016 at 5:57 PM

Clinton Cash, subtitled “The Untold Story of How and Why Foreign Governments and Businesses Helped Make Bill and Hillary Rich,” lays out in detail a series of damning facts of how Bill and Hillary Clinton used political favors to procure enormous donations to their Clinton Foundation.

Schweizer follows the Clinton money trail across Kazakhstan, Colombia, Haiti, and other places at the “wild west” fringe of the global economy, revealing the connection between their personal fortune, their “close personal friends,” the Clinton Foundation, foreign nations, and the high ranks of government.
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dave123  July 13, 2016 at 3:11 AM

Hyperloop One, a lawsuit was filed by cofounder and former CTO Brogan BamBrogan along with three other former Hyperloop employees. BamBrogan, a former SpaceX engineer, was ousted from the company in June. The lawsuit says Hyperloop One, cofounder Shervin Pishevar, and other leaders mismanaged the company’s money, hired family members, and threatened BamBrogan.”Today’s lawsuit ... is unfortunate and delusional,” said Orin Snyder, a partner at Gibson Dunn and Hyperloop One’s attorney. “These employees tried to stage a coup and failed.” Snyder, who represented Facebook and Square during founder disputes, went on to tout Hyperloop’s ability to recruit top talent and secure funding. “Frivolous lawsuits like this one have become all too common against startups that achieve breakthrough success,” he said. ( SNYDER AT IT AGAIN ) An excerpt from the Hillary Clinton campaign agenda for technological innovation read: We must position American innovators to lead the world in the next generation of technology revolutions – from autonomous vehicles to machine learning to public service blockchain applications – and we must defend universal access to the global, digital marketplace of ideas. ( EVEN IF ITS STOLEN????? SEE FULL STORY ON CNN

Reply

dave123  July 13, 2016 at 6:27 AM

Federal Reserve Bank estimates about $1 billion per day in Bitcoin transactions HILLARY CLINTON we must defend universal access to the global, digital .....[BITCOIN]
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K. Craine  July 13, 2016 at 11:07 AM

Email comment by GH:

It’s official: Black Lives Matter is bought and paid for by the IBM NSA Clinton Obama spy state Cartel.

Ryan Girinsky. (Jul. 12, 2016), COZY: BLM leader lives in home owned by Soros’ Open Society board member. The American Mirror.


#BlackLivesMatter leader DeRay Mckesson may claim to be leading a grassroots revolution for racial and economic justice, but he has close connections with the privileged and elite.

Mckesson lives in a home owned by philanthropists James and Robin Wood in Baltimore, Maryland.

Palo Alto/Mountain View, namely Parker Zhang, to be his "Head of Patents," Fenwick & West LLP represented both Leader Technologies, Inc. and Accel Partners LLC in 2002-2003 and had Leader’s source code in their files.)

128. Parker Zhang (“Head of Patents” at Baidu, Inc. (ADR), appointed in approx. May 2012; formerly a junior Associate attorney at Fenwick & West LLP; graduate from Michigan Law in 2003)

129. Penny S. Pritzker (Secretary, Department of Commerce; replaced Rebecca M. Blank; holds over $24 million in Facebook “dark pools” stock, most notably in Goldman Sachs, Morgan Stanley and JPMorgan)

130. Rebecca M. Blank (Secretary, Department of Commerce; oversaw the dubious Leader v. Facebook activities of the Patent Office Director, David J. Kappos, who held over one million dollars in Facebook “dark pools” during the Leader v. Facebook proceedings; Kappos purchased this stock within weeks of his surprise recess appointment by President Obama; Kappos also was formerly employed by IBM, who sold Facebook 750 patents during the Leader v. Facebook proceedings; right before leaving the Patent Office, Kappos also ordered an unprecedented 3rd reexamination of Leader’s patent without even identifying claims)

131. Mary L. Schapiro (Chairman, Securities & Exchange Commission; holds 51 Facebook “dark pools” stocks which held stock in Facebook, Baidu and more than a dozen Facebook cronies companies; failed to regulate the “dark pools;” failed to dissolve her substantial conflict of interest in regulating the run up to the Facebook IPO)

132. Robert C. Hancock (Chief Compliance Officer, Sands Capital Management, LLC; failed to file S.E.C. Form SC 12G notice of acquisition reports for Athenahealth, Baidu and Facebook during the period of the Facebook IPO in 2012; this conduct masked the conflicts of interest of Todd Y. Park, who was appointed by President Obama to be the U.S. Chief Technology Officer during this same period; Todd Y. Park is/has been founder, director and CEO of both Athenahealth and Castlight Health; Todd Y. Park deeply embedded the software from Athenahealth and Castlight Health into HealthCare.gov when he was CTO at Health & Human Services; none of these conflicts of interest were disclosed; Todd Y. Park’s ethics pledges and reports are missing from the Office of Government Ethics)

133. Jonathan Goodman (Chief Counsel, Sands Capital Management, LLC; failed to file S.E.C. Form SC 12G notice of acquisition reports for Athenahealth, Baidu and Facebook during the period of the Facebook IPO in 2012; this conduct masked the conflicts of interest of Todd Y. Park, who was appointed by President Obama to be
Selection of Pishevar’s political donations Hyperloop a faster way to... in the ass
Recipient Date Amount
DNC Services Corp. 6/19/2015 $66,600
Hillary Clinton 4/24/2015 $2,700
Kamala Harris 3/27/2015 $2,700
Ready PAC 2/18/2015 $5,000
Democratic Party of Iowa 10/28/2014 $10,000
Democratic Party of Colorado 10/23/2014 $2,400
Senate Majority PAC 10/20/2014 $100,000
CorPAC 9/26/2014 $2,500

Source: Center for Responsive Politics

Pishevar happened to be in Paris in June 2015, when taxi drivers took to the streets to protest Uber. He captured much of the action from his mobile phone, sharing it with his followers across multiple videos. One day you'll see a picture of him shaking hands with Hillary Clinton.

dave123 July 14, 2016 at 6:21 AM

The suit claims Pishevar strong-armed Hyperloop investors into putting money into his fund Sherpa Ventures. Worse, according to the complaint, several hours after a meeting last month between Shervin and Russian investors in Moscow turned to the topic of Hyperloop’s internal problems, Afshin took it upon himself to put a hangman’s noose on BamBrogan’s chair, an act that was caught on Hyperloop’s security camera.

K. Craine July 14, 2016 at 6:24 AM

Email comment by Newsmax:


Attorney General Loretta Lynch "went out of her way to tell half-truths and outright refer us to things that made no sense" during her testimony Tuesday to Congress about her decision to close the Hillary Clinton email investigation without criminal charges, Rep. Darrell Issa told Newsmax TV on Wednesday.

"She misled people in her answers many, many times," the California Republican told "The Steve Malzberg Show" in an interview. "In some cases, she misled so much that the American people need to understand.

"For example, I asked her very specifically, 'Were there political appointees in this process that led to no charges to Hillary Clinton?' Issa said. "She kept repeating about how these were career lawyers and dedicated public servants.

"What she wasn't answering is, 'Yes, there were people who were politically appointed.' They served in that particular role at hers and the president's pleasure.

"So, in some cases, she went so far as to not answer the question in a way in which she misled the American people," he said. "That's a problem."
K. Craine  July 14, 2016 at 6:29 AM

Email comment by GH:


http://www.newsmax.com/Newsfront/jason-chaffetz-lynch-obstructionist-political/2016/07/12/id/738344/

GOP Rep. Jason Chaffetz ripped Attorney General Loretta Lynch’s appearance on Capitol Hill Tuesday, saying she was “being obstructionist” when questioned about Hillary Clinton’s mishandling of classified information as secretary of state.

In an interview on Fox News’ “On the Record,” the Utah lawmaker said Lynch was asked “simple questions” at her appearance before the House Judiciary Committee.

“I had five minutes,” said Chaffetz, who is chairman of the House Committee on Oversight and Government Reform. “I asked her very basic, simple 101 questions. And she didn’t answer one of them.”

“Is it legal or illegal to share classified information with somebody without the security clearance? She couldn’t say yes or no,” Chaffetz complained. “She is playing this political game. I think she is being obstructionist. It’s the theater of the absurd. And I think the American people are fed up with it.”

Reply

K. Craine  July 14, 2016 at 7:51 AM

Email comment by Sr. Lancelot


The FBI has confirmed to a senior Republican senator that agents were sworn to secrecy - and subject to lie detector tests - in the Hillary Clinton email probe, an extensive measure one former agent said could have a “chilling effect.”

A July 1 letter sent by a senior deputy to FBI Director James Comey to Senate Judiciary Committee Chairman Charles Grassley, R-Iowa, detailed the restrictions on agents. The letter, reviewed by Fox News, confirmed agents signed a “Case Briefing Acknowledgement” which says the disclosure of information is ‘strictly prohibited’ without prior approval, and those who sign are subject to lie detector tests.
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K. Craine  July 14, 2016 at 7:55 AM

Email comment by Pam:


Jul. 13, 2016 - 4:05 - Former Arkansas governor reacts on ‘The Kelly File’ to reports that agents involved in Clinton investigation were forced to sign nondisclosure agreements.
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Truck Crashes Into Crowd In French City Of Nice: Facebook tolled to stop showing graphic..........

PAY YOUR TAXES FACEBOOK
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dave123  July 14, 2016 at 4:42 PM

143. Betty Montgomery (former Ohio Attorney General; appointed to the discredited Waters Commission at Ohio State; accepted campaign contributions from Woodrow A. Myers, Wellpoint, Inc. and friend of Michael V. Drake)

144. Joseph A. Steinmetz (Provost, The Ohio State University; author of Psychological Science article on MOOC (Massive Open Online Course) that triggered the discovery of massive double-dealing and fraud within the Ohio State trustees)

D. Facebook boy-puppets:

145. Mark E. Zuckerberg
146. Chris Hughes
147. Dustin Moskovitz
148. Eduardo Saverin
149. Matthew R. Cohler
150. Elon Musk

E. Corruption Watch —Patent Office Judges:

151. Anderson, Gregg
152. Best, George
153. Bonilla, Jackie W.
154. Boucher, Patrick
155. Braden, Georgianna W.
156. Branch, Gene
157. Bisk, Jennifer Bresson
158. Bui, Hung H.
159. Busch, Justin
160. Clements, Matt
161. Crambley, Kit
162. Drolesch, Kristen
163. Elluru, Rama
164. Fitzpatrick, Michael
165. Gerstenblith, Bart A.
166. Giannetti, Thomas L.
167. Guest, Rae Lynn
168. Hastings, Karen M.
169. Hoff, Marc
170. Horner, Linda
171. Hughes, James R.
172. Hume, Larry
173. James, House
174. Jung, Hung J.
175. Kamholz, Scott
176. Katz, Deborah
177. Lucas, Jay
178. MacDonald, Allen R. (bio unavailable) – Leader 3rd reexam judge (bio and conflicts log concealed by FOIA)
179. Mahaney, Alexandra
180. Martin, Brett
181. McKone, Dave
182. McNamara, Brian
183. Medley, Sally
FBI has confirmed to a senior Republican senator that agents were sworn to secrecy -- and subject to lie detector tests -- in the Hillary Clinton email probe, an extensive measure one former agent said could have a ‘chilling effect.’

A July 1 letter sent by a senior deputy to FBI Director James Comey to Senate Judiciary Committee Chairman Charles Grassley, R-Iowa, detailed the restrictions on agents. The letter, reviewed by Fox News, confirmed agents signed a “Case Briefing Acknowledgement” which says the disclosure of information is ‘strictly prohibited’ without prior approval, and those who sign are subject to lie detector tests.

**K. Craine** July 15, 2016 at 8:08 AM

Email comment by TEX:

**Question:** Are we tired of mass killings, media bending the truth, economic lethargy, class divide, attacks on our police?

Let’s think about this. Where are we? Our policy on terror. We declare peace. Obama said the war was over and Islam is a religion of peace. ISIS hasn’t and won’t stop until we are dead or they are dead. We release known terrorists. ISIS beheads infidels. We apologize for America. ISIS agrees. If they fight and we don’t, what are the odds of an American victory. Abject failure for America, large advance for ISIS.

Illegal border crossers have increased and visas are being overstayed. American and other world progressive leaders do not care who infiltrates our societies. ISIS sets up shop in America, Europe, Australia, etc. They construct mosques to advance Sharia law. They kill us and Obama/Hillary claim that a few are just bad actors and are local criminals. This is an abject failure for America. Large advance for ISIS.

Economy has been retreating for seven years. The rich get richer, the middle class and poor are going backwards. Abject failure for America. Being prosperous is a core tenet of our society. Socialism is evil.

US military forces have been marginalized, military equipment is old and deteriorating. Troops told to be politically correct and not allowed to fight our enemy. Abject failure.

Our healthcare is no longer the best in the world. We are losing physicians, new drug research, and other important pieces to a robust healthcare system. Even are military vets are suffering while the current leaders invite the world to overwhelm our healthcare system. Abject failure.

Class divide is at all time highs. Political themes are based in class versus class. Hate is growing. We see it on many fronts every day. Abject failure.

Hillary calls for meetings and summits to respond to Paris/Orlando/Nice/ Dallas mass killings. Trump wants to go after ISIS caliphate, their sources of revenue, their transportation, food and water supply, and their source of new warriors. Hmmm, Hillary and Barry have had eight years of meetings and summits. How has that progressed? Trump wants to win. Let’s try that.

Hillary is corrupt to her bone marrow. She does whatever she needs to do to be Hillary. Trump is brash and outspoken. He offends some people that perhaps should be offended. In doing so, others are shocked. Big deal. If Trump had done anything close to the crimes Hillary has crafted, his golden hair would be in prison. I believe Trump. I don’t believe one word from any politician especially a Clinton. Bill and Hillary are serial liars. They are corrupt, and she is actually a complete phony. Let’s give a new face, some new ideas, and new approaches a chance. Let’s make America great again.

Have a great day, TEX~